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'
Imtroduction. Let A be a S‑Galois extension of B with AB == BBOB'B where
S is a finite group of automorphisms of A.

In [4], Y. Miyashita has shown that if S is completely outer, then V, the
centralizer of B in A, coincides with the center C of A. In general, it is unknown
that whether the outerlity of S implies V == C or not.

In the present paper, we shall show that the outerlity of S implies V==C
for some type of cyclic extension and some related results. As to notations and
terminologies used in this paper, we follow those of [2].

g The case of characteristic p.
Throughout the present section, we assume that B is an algebra over CF(P),

S a cyclic group of order P with a generator a. If A is a'S‑Galois extension

of B with AB=BBeB'B, then as is shown in [2], A==B[ev]=BecrBecr2BO
･･････

OaP‑iB, a free B‑module of rank P with a B‑basis {1, a, cr2, ･･････, aP‑i}

with 6(a) =: cr + 1.

Let D=a.‑ai. Then it is clear that D is a derivation in B and ba=ab+Db
for each bE B.
Lemama 1. Let A/B be a S‑Galois extension zvith a=)E V such that AB == BB
eB'B. Then each order T of S(A/B) is P and S(A/B) is abelian.
Proof. Let T Ei 6(A/B). Then beT(cr) == r(ba) = T(ab + Db) = T(cr)b + Db for each

b Ei! B shows that T(a)‑a is contained in VL Since S is inner, V= Z, the center

of B, by [2]. Thus T(a)=ct+z for some 2Eii Zl This means that the order of T
is P and S(A/B) is abelian.
rWheorern 1. Let Z be a .field. If A/B is a S‑Galois extension with AB='LBBeB'B
then the following conditions are equivalent.

1) a == D for some vE Ii.

2) V =‑ ‑ZRC.
3) S(A/B) == Z.
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Proof. 1) ‑> 2) has been shown in [2] and 3) ‑> 1) is clear.

2)‑>3). Let T be an arbitrary element of S(A/B). Then, by Lemma 1,.
T(a) =:= cr + z. Therefore T(evz‑') == az'"i + 1 and {1, a2‑i, (az'i)2, ･･･, (az‑i)P‑i} is a free

B‑basis of A. Hence At=B. Now, by B we denote az‑i, and we set
Zj ‑‑ T"(P)i' ‑ f"" i(g3) and Z,･ (k) = Tj(i9) Tk( y'"') ‑ iiz'k(i9), for each .1', le = 1, 2, ･･･, P‑ 1.

Then Zj = 1 and Zj(k)= 1 ‑ kii.
Hence we have Zi"Z24･････Zp"i =1 and Zi(la)aZ2(k)･･････Zp(.ki) =O for each O<le
<P‑1. This shows that the existence of a (T)‑Galois coordinate system {xi,････t･,
xtt; Yi,･ny････,y.}. Thus we can see that A/B is a (T)‑Galois extension, and hence
V= C (D L e･t･e .Lp‑i where 1,i = {a ci A 1 ax = T'(x)a, Vx E A}. If a Ei Li, aP ==
Ti

(P)a == Pa+ia, we have Ea = ia where E= P. ‑ Pi is a derivation in B. Since

ZRC, we have 1.i;Ofor somei(e<i<P), and hence there exists an element
2(fO) in Z satisfying Ez=iz. Thus we obtain Ti=z'L by the same reasoning as
that of [2]. This means that T=='2fk for some k.

Lemma 2. Let Z be a .field, A/B a 6‑Galois extension with AB==BBeB'B such
that a is outer. Then ZgC.
Proof. If there exists an element z eC (z E Z>, then 2az'i= a+(Dz)2"i shows
that z'V Eii S (A/B). If we set w = (Dz)2‑i, zrz‑i =r + 1 where r == awm i, and {1, r,
･･････

,rP‑i} is a B‑basis for A. Thus, as is shown in the proof of Theorem 1,

A/B is a (z'")‑Galois extesnion.

Therefore we have a contradiction that a is inner by Theorem 1 again,

Lemma 3. Under the assumPtions of Lemma 2, DPV==O.
Proof. Let v=aP‑̀bp‑i+aP‑2bpL2+･‑････+bo be an arbitrary element of V(biEB).
Then bv=aP"ibbp‑i÷aPm2dp‑2÷････ny･+do==aP‑ibe‑ib+aP‑2bp.‑2b+･･････+bob (diGB) for

each bEB. Hence we obtain bp‑iEZgC. Consequently, Dv==aP‑2Dbp‑2+aP‑3Dbp.3

÷･･‑･･‑+DboEVL Repeating the same procedure, we have DPv=O. .
Theorem 2. Let A/B be a S‑Galois extension with AB=BBeB'B, Z a fiel. The
following conditions are equivalent,

1) u is an outer automorPlaisfn.

2) Y=C.
3) S(A/B) is outer.
Moreover, if A is a ring without ProPer central idemPotents, S=S(A/B),
Proof. 2) ‑> 3) and 3) ‑‑> 1) are clear.

1)‑2). Since J.i= {a E A1 ax='ot(x)a, Vx E A}‑S{a Ei Al aa = a'(a)a == (a +i) a}

={aGA1Da == ia}, each element v of Li satisfies DPv=iP v. On the other hand,

Lemma 3 yields that DPv==0. Therefore v=O, that is, 1}i=O. Thus we obtain
V==C.
If A is a ring without proper central idmepotents, the assertion is a direct
consequence of Theorem 4, 2 of [4].
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g Kummaer case.
Throughout the present section, we assume that the center Z of B is a field
which contains C a primitive n‑th root of 1, S a cyclic group of order n with a
generator a. If A is a strongly‑S Galois extension of B') such that the center C

of A contains g, then as is shown in [2], A=B[a]:=BCDcrBe･‑･ed"'B, a
free B‑module of rank n with a B‑basis {1, a, a2, ･･･, a'i‑'}, satisfying a(a) == evg

and ctEU(A). Hence, if we set p==ke'i, p is an automorphism of B and ba==aep(b)

for each bE B.
Tkeorem 1. if A/B is strongly‑@ Galois extension satis]lying CEi)C and AB=BB
eB'B, then the following conditions are equivalent.

1) a== V for some vE ItL

2) V=Z2C.
3) S(A/B)‑2.
ProoL 1)‑2) has been shown in [3] and 3)‑1) is clear.
2).3). Let T be an arbitrary element of e(A/B). Then bT(ct)='T(ba)==T(crep(b))
= T(a)ep(b) for each bEB implies that T(cr)==at v for some vEV==Z. Hence, if there

exists an element wEZ satisfying p(w)= wv, zvaw‑i =aep(w)w‑i=av yields at once
r=M. Now, since Z is a cyclic extension of C with the Galois group (p), AI)(w)=1

if and only if w=p(x)x'i for some xEZ by Hilbert Theorem [Cf. Th6or6m 3,
P.171 [1]1. If r(ev) ==aw, d'=T(di)=(aw)"=a"N,(w) shows that the existence of
vEZ such that p(v)v‑i == w, that is, ,o(v)=vzv.

Let A/B be a strongly‑S Galois extension mentioned in Theorem 1. If
v == X';･.‑.oi aibi is an element of Z bv=vb for each beB shows that each term a'bi
of v ls contained in V again and further, atbiEJTLj if and only if p(bD == bits"J since
a' (ev)cribi = (atbi)a.

Theorem 2. Let B be an integral domain. ILf A is a strongly‑(S} Galois extension
of B satis.Eying the conditions in Theorem 1, then the follotvings are equivalent.

1) a is an outer automorPhism,

2) V‑=C.
3) 6(A/B) is outer.
Moreover, if this is the case, S==S(A/B).
Proof. 3) ‑‑> 1) and 2) . 3) are clear.

1).2). Let v=il :]aibi (biEB) be an arbitrary element of Lj. Then each term
*) A cr‑Galois extansion A of B is c}11ed a strongly‑bl Galois exlension of B if A has no proper
central idempotents, and fLirther itsi+4zta‑t‑‑･･+Cn‑luan‑i)(A)n [J(A)7!di where U(A) is the

group of units of A and C is a primitive n‑th root of 1 which is contained in Z. If B is
semi‑local with Zl!) C, any bl‑Galois extension without proper central idempotents is a
strongly‑a Galois extension.
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dbi of v is contained in f.j again, and a'bi is non regular since a is outer. Now
AiLi (atbi) is contained in .YnB:=:Z. Hence, if ATI, (ofbD40, we obtain that albi is

regular. Consequently, we have ATL(arbi)=O. On the other hand, IVb(a'bi)
==:aibi(aiCibD(aiC2ibi) ･･･ (ais"(n‑i)ibi)=(cri)"p(n‑i)i(bi)p(n‑2)i(bi) ･･･ pi(bi)bi(qi)n(n‑i)12=:O. Hence

bi=O. This means that Lj=0 if 1'=1,2, ･̀･, n‑1,

Let S be a subgroup of S. Then ip == (a"') for some divisor m of n, and
Asp==Be(a"'')Be(aM')2B(D･･･e(evM')M"iB where m'=n/m If r:fim' (i‑‑O, 1, 2, i･･,
m‑1), O< r< n, then r+1'm'i?41m' for each f',l=O,1,2,･･･, m‑1,Asp is an Afp‑direct

summand of A. Thus @=S(A/B) by Theorem 4.2 of [4].
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